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metastasis of colorectal adenocarcinomas:  
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Abstract: Background: Mutations in KRAS are negative predictors of the response to anti-EGFR therapies in the 
treatment of metastatic colorectal cancer. Yet, the ideal tissue to test for KRAS mutation-primary or metastatic-
remains unknown, as is the validity of testing only 1 area of the primary tumor. The aim of this study was to 
determine the heterogeneity of KRAS mutational status between areas of the primary lesion and between paired 
primary CRC and the corresponding lymph node (LN), liver, and lung metastasis with a high-sensitivity sequencing 
method. Design: DNA from 2 or 3 areas from the primary tumor and 1 area of metastatic tissue was obtained from 
formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded specimens from 102 metastatic CRC patients. Mutations in KRAS codons 12, 13, 
and 61 were analyzed by pyrosequencing. Results: Ninety-one cases had DNA extracted from more than 1 area of 
the primary tumor. Only 1 patient showed intratumor heterogeneity, which involved KRAS mutation type, not KRAS 
mutational status. We examined KRAS mutations in 97 primaries and matched metastatic samples, recording 2 
discordant cases, representing 2.1% of our cohort of matched samples. Conclusion: KRAS status is highly homo-
geneous throughout primary CRC tumor areas and consistent between the primary tumor and metastatic tissue in 
the same patient. Our data suggest that testing KRAS mutations in only 1 area of the primary or metastatic tissue 
is suitable for predicting the response to anti-EGFR treatment and guiding clinical decisions.
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Introduction

In the early 2000s, the use of epidermal grow- 
th factor receptor (EGFR) inhibitors became a 
new and beneficial treatment strategy for me- 
tastatic colorectal cancer (CRC) patients. Al- 
though the advantages of this approach were 
well documented, it was soon recognized that 
not all patients with metastatic CRC respond  
to it. This subgroup of patients was shown to 
have alterations in the EGFR pathway, involv- 
ing downstream markers [1].

It is now well established that mutations in 
KRAS lead to chronic activation of EGFR sig- 

naling [2]; thus, the patients who respond to 
anti-EGFR are those whose tumors harbor no 
KRAS mutation. KRAS mutation has become  
a negative predictor of the response to anti-
EGFR, allowing unqualified patients to avoid  
the unnecessary toxicity and costs that are 
associated with this treatment [3, 4]. Today, KR- 
AS mutation testing is mandatory before anti-
EGFR therapy is begun [2, 5, 6].

Recently, NRAS mutations have been shown to 
be associated with poor responses to anti-
EGFR as well [6]. NRAS mutations are seen in 
approximately 5% of CRC cases and usually 
involve codons 12, 13, and 61. Simultaneous 
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mutations in KRAS and NRAS are not observed 
frequently in CRC tumors [7, 8].

Tumor heterogeneity is a significant concern  
in CRC. There are no definitive data on the  
ideal tissue-the primary tumor or the metas- 
tatic lesion-to test for KRAS mutations in me- 
tastatic CRC [2]. Further, there are no findings 
regarding the validity, representation, and re- 
producibility of obtaining a single sample of  
the primary tumor for KRAS mutation test- 
ing. Several reviews have reported compara- 
tive analyses of KRAS status between primary 
tumors and their respective metastases. The 
percentage of discordance in KRAS status var-
ies significantly between studies, ranging from 
0% to 30% [9, 10], as do the detection me- 
thods that are used and the selection of the 
area of interest [11-13].

Thus, to examine this crucial issue in molecu- 
lar diagnostics, we analyzed KRAS mutational 
heterogeneity between several areas of the  
primary tumor and the concordance of KRAS 
mutational status between primary and match- 
ed metastatic tissues by pyrosequencing, a 
sensitive method of detecting mutations, and 
performed a rigorous pathological assessment 
of tumor area selection.

Material and methods

Case selection and clinical-pathological data

The study cohort consisted of male and female 
patients from any age group with a confirmed 
pathological diagnosis of metastatic colorectal 
adenocarcinoma who had it operated in A.  
C. Camargo Cancer Center or who had their 
resections performed by outside clinics but 
were followed at this institution. Patients with 
adenocarcinomas from rectum or either right  
or left colon were included, independent of any 
previous treatment status. Formalin-fixed par-
affin-embedded (FFPE) tumor blocks were re- 
trieved from the A. C. Camargo Cancer Center 
pathology files. Clinical-pathological data were 
obtained from institutional electronic charts.

Selection of tumor area for DNA extraction

Tumor samples were drawn from the clini- 
cal diagnostic FFPE material. Hematoxylin and 
eosin slides from the primary and metastatic 
colorectal adenocarcinomas were reviewed by 
an experienced pathologist (MPM) to confirm 

the diagnosis and select the best representa-
tive area of the tumor for DNA extraction. In 
each slide, a circular area of approximately 1.0 
cm2 was chosen, containing at least 30% neo-
plastic nuclei and avoiding stromal cells and 
inflammatory infiltrates.

DNA extraction from FFPE blocks

Five 5.0-um-thick unstained sections were cut 
from the previously selected paraffin blocks for 
each case. The slides were deparaffinized (5 
min with xylene 3 times and 2 min with abso-
lute alcohol 2 times), and the neoplastic tissue 
sample was obtained by scraping the tumor 
area from the slide using a scalpel (macrodis-
section) and transferring it to an Eppendorf 
tube. DNA was extracted using a commercial 
kit (QIAamp DNA FFPE Tissue Kit®) per the man-
ufacturer’s instructions. The DNA concentra-
tion was measured on a Nandrop 2000®, and 
the minimum DNA concentration for the experi-
ments was set to 10 ng/ul.

KRAS mutation testing

Pyrosequencing (PyroMarkTM Q24 Qiagen) of 
KRAS mutations in codons 12, 13, and 61 was 
performed in primary and metastatic tumor 
samples per the manufacturer’s instructions. 
DNA from cell lines with previously known mu- 
tations were used as positive controls (LS- 
174T for codon 12 c.35G>A mutation and HC- 
T116 for codon 13 c.38G>A mutation). Com- 
mercial genomic DNA without KRAS mutation 
was used as a negative control. The results 
were categorized as KRAS mutated or KRAS 
wild-type, including characterization of the mu- 
tation and the percentage of mutated alleles. 
Heterogeneity was determined with regard to 
KRAS status (wild-type versus mutated) and 
mutation type (specific type of mutation). All 
cases that showed intratumoral heterogenei- 
ty in the primary tumor or were discordant be- 
tween primary and metastatic tissues regard-
ing both KRAS status and mutation type had 
their findings confirmed by repeat DNA extrac-
tion and sequencing reactions.

Study design to assess intratumoral hetero-
geneity of KRAS mutation profile and concor-
dance between primary and matched meta-
static tissues

To examine intratumoral heterogeneity regard-
ing KRAS mutational profile in single primary 
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CRC lesions we tested 2 or 3 regions of a  
primary tumor, based on the availability of tis-
sue from the pathology files. The regions were 
defined as distinct areas in routine macroscop-
ic tumor blocks that were representative of  
the primary lesion (Figure 1). No morpholo- 
gical aspects of the neoplasia or depth of in- 
vasion was used as inclusion criteria in the 
selection of these areas. To determine the con-
cordance of KRAS mutational status of pri- 
mary and matched metastatic tissues, we also 
tested 1 area of the paired metastatic tissue, 
including the regional lymph node, liver, and 
lung, based on the availability of tissue in the 
pathology files.

Ethics committee review

This study is part of a scientific project that was 
approved by the local ethics committee (AC 
Camargo Cancer Center) (number 1543/11, 
dated April 12, 2011).

Results

Clinical pathological and mutational data of 
cases

One hundred two cases of metastatic CRC  
were selected: 61 (59.8%) were from male 
patients and 41 were from (40.2%) females. 
The mean age (± standard deviation [interval]) 
was 57.13 (±12.49 [26-80]) years. The distribu-

(p.G12V), 6% with c.34G>A (p.G12S), 6% with 
c.34G>T (p.G12C), and 4% with c.35G>C (p.
G12A). In codon 13, 100% of mutations were 
c.38G>A (p.G13D). The only case with a muta-
tion in codon 61 was c.183A>C (p.Q61K).

Intratumoral KRAS mutational heterogeneity

Of the 102 cases, we obtained DNA from more 
than 1 area of the primary tumor from 91 pa- 
tients-3 representative areas from 71 patients 
and 2 areas from 20 patients. A total of 253 
primary tumor samples from 91 patients were 
examined with regard to intratumoral heteroge-
neity of KRAS mutations in the primary tumor.

We noted 100% concordance regarding KRAS 
mutational status (wild-type versus mutated) in 
the various areas of the primary tumor.

One case (1%) showed heterogeneity of KRAS 
mutation between areas of a primary tumor 
(case A)-a 59-year-old male with an 8.5-cm 
right-sided colorectal adenocarcinoma with LN 
and liver metastasis. All 3 areas in the primary 
tumor harbored a KRAS mutation, although the 
mutations differed-1 with the c.35G>T muta-
tion, with 24% mutated alleles, and the other 2 
areas with the c.35G>A mutant allele (48% and 
57%). The liver and LN metastases had the 
c.35G>T mutation. In this case, the mutation 
type correlated with the morphology between 

Figure 1. Representative scheme of routine macroscopic sampling of pri-
mary tumors for assessing intratumoral heterogeneity between 2 or 3 areas 
of the primary tumor, depending on tissue availability.

tion of cases regarding tumor 
localization was as follows: 14 
cases (13.7%) with right-sided 
tumors, 55 (53.9%) with left-
sided tumors, and 33 (32.4%) 
rectal. The distribution of tu- 
mors concerning pathologi- 
cal tumor stage (pTNM) [14] 
was as follows: 15 patients 
(14.7%) with stage pT4, 79 
(77.5%) with stage pT3, 7 pa- 
tients (7%) with stage 2, and  
1 patient (1%) with pT1.

KRAS mutation was found in 
41 of 102 patients (40.1%)-
75% of mutated cases were  
in codon 12, compared with 
23% in codon 13 and 2% in 
codon 61. Of the mutations in 
codon 12, 48% had the KRAS 
c.35G>A (p.G12D) mutation, 
followed by 36% with c.35G>T 
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areas. Both areas from the primary tumor with 
the c.35G>A mutation had a villous papillary 
histology with elongated structures. The area of 
the tumor with the c.35G>T mutation formed 
small tubular glands, which were also observed 
in the LN and liver metastases that had the 
same mutation pattern (Figure 2).

Concordance of KRAS mutational status be-
tween primary and matched metastatic lesion

The concordance of KRAS mutational status 
between primary and metastatic tissues in the 
same patients was analyzed in 97 matched 
samples. Ninety samples had already been 
shown to be homogeneous for KRAS status 
between areas of the primary lesion; 7 cases 
had only 1 area of the primary tissue tested 

and thus were not evaluated as part of the pri-
mary intratumoral subgroup. We examined 144 
metastatic samples from 97 patients, including 
LN, lung, and liver. The metastatic sites, their 
corresponding primary tumors and number of 
tested samples are listed in Figure 3.

We observed concordance of KRAS mutational 
status in 95 of the 97 (98%) patients between 
the primary tissue and corresponding meta-
static samples. No case was discordant regard-
ing KRAS mutation type.

One of the heterogeneous cases (case B)-a 
34-year-old female with a left-sided CRC-had 
wild-type KRAS in the 1 area of primary tumor 
that was analyzed and in the LN metastasis. 
The liver metastasis harbored the c.35G>C 

Figure 3. Schematic of metastatic sites analyzed for intratumoral and intertumoral heterogeneity between primary 
and matched metastastatic lesions regarding KRAS mutation in CRC, and the results for KRAS mutation.

Figure 2. Morphological characteristics and mutational data of the case (case A) with intratumoral heterogeneity be-
tween areas of the primary tumor. (A and B) Elongated villous papillary morphology of 2 distinct primary regions with 
the c.35G>A KRAS mutation, contrasting the tubular morphology (C) of the primary tumor region with the c.35G>T 
KRAS mutation. Lymph node (D) and liver (E) harbor the c.35G>T mutation and have a similar tubular morphology 
as the primary tumor region with the same mutation type.
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Figure 4. Case with heterogeneity of KRAS mutation comparing primary and metastatic lesions of a CRC patient (case B). Morphological characteristics of the pri-
mary lesion with wild-type KRAS showing areas of papillary (A) and cribiform architecture (B), with dystrophic calcification, necrosis, and squamous component (C). 
Same aspects as observed in lymph node metastasis with wild-type KRAS (D and E) and liver metastasis with KRAS c.35G>C (F).
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KRAS mutation, with 11% of alleles mutated. 
The tumor infiltrated the serosa and presented 
with perineural infiltration. She developed LN 
metastasis in 4 of the 27 pericolic LNs that 
were studied. The liver metastasis that was 
tested for KRAS mutation was resected 1 year 
and 4 months after the primary lesion resec-
tion. The patient underwent 2 rounds of che- 
motherapy after the primary lesion resection-

FOLFOX (12 cycles) and FOLFIRI (6 cycles) as 
adjuvant treatment and conversion chemother-
apy for resection of the liver metastasis but 
was not treated with monoclonal antibodies. 
The tumor presented with an unusual morphol-
ogy for CRC, with papillary and cribriform areas, 
foci of necrosis and calcification, and large 
eosinophilic tumor cells in the primary tumor 
and both metastatic sites (Figure 4).

Figure 5. Morphological characteristics of a case with heterogeneity of KRAS mutation comparing primary and met-
astatic lesions of a CRC patient (case C). One picture representing the same tubular morphological characteristics 
shared by 2 representative areas of the primary lesions with c.35G>T KRAS mutation (A) and similar morphology in 
the liver metastasis with wild-type KRAS (B).
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The second heterogeneous case (case C) had 
only 2 areas of the primary tumor that were 
tested, both of which harbored the c.35G>T 
KRAS mutation, whereas the liver metastasis 
was wild-type for KRAS. This 57-year-old patient 
had a left-sided CRC and synchronous liver 
metastasis that was resected in 2008. The 
tumor infiltrated the subserous soft tissue and 
presented with lymphatic and perineural inva-
sion and metastasis in 2 of the 14 pericolic 
LNs. Morphologically, both areas of the primary 
tumor and the liver metastasis assumed a 
tubular formation (Figure 5). It was not possi- 
ble to obtain representative DNA from the LN 
metastasis due to the limited amount of tu- 
mor tissue. The patient died 4 years after the 
initial diagnosis. Figure 3 shows a schematic 
representation of tested samples and hetero-
geneous cases with mutation findings.

Discussion

In this study, by a sensitive sequencing meth-
od, the concordance of KRAS mutations was 
high between areas of primary tumors and 
between primary and paired metastatic sam-
ples in a large cohort of CRC patients.

The cohort had a KRAS mutation frequency of 
40%, similar to what has been reported for 
CRC. The distribution of mutations among co- 
dons 12, 13, and 61 and the most frequent 
nucleotide changes in each codon were also 
similar to the the literature, in which codon 12 
is the most commonly mutated codon in CRC 
and c.35G>A is the most frequent mutation [3, 
4, 15-18]. These data show that our study pop-
ulation and sequencing technique are repre-
sentative of global findings.

KRAS mutation heterogeneity was noted in 3 of 
102 patients (3%). Intratumoral heterogeneity 
in the primary tumor was seen in 1 case (1%), 
regarding only the type of mutation, not the sta-
tus of the gene (WT versus mutated). We also 
observed high concordance in KRAS mutation-
al status between the primary and matched 
metastatic tumors. Discordance was seen in 
only 2 cases (2%), both of which concerned 
mutational status; in 1 case, the primary tumor 
was mutated and the metastatic tissue was 
wild-type, and the other case had the opposite 
pattern.

KRAS mutations vary widely among primary 
and metastatic tumor tissue. A large review of 

18 articles on comparative KRAS mutational 
analysis between primary and metastatic 
lesions [9] noted that discordance rates ranged 
from 0% to 31%, but most of the articles were 
based on a small number of patients. Only 2 
articles from this review had a similar number 
of patients as in our study, reporting 5% discor-
dance in a cohort of 93 patients [19] and 4% 
discordance in 99 patients, both by direct 
sequencing [20]. KNIJN et al. also reported a 
comparative analysis of KRAS mutational sta-
tus between 1 area of the primary tumor and 
liver metastasis from 305 patients by direct 
sequencing and found 11 cases to be hetero-
geneous (3.6%) [9]. DÓCS et al. compared the 
mutation status of KRAS in 18 metastatic sam-
ples at various time points and found discor-
dance in 6 cases [21].

More recent publications have trended toward 
a smaller percentage of heterogeneity. MIGLIO 
et al. studied 45 patients with metastatic CRC, 
including LN, lung, and liver, and did not find 
any heterogeneity in KRAS mutations status in 
any case [22]. This group performed rigorous 
selection of the tumor area and used a high-
sensitivity sequencing method. VAKIANI et al. 
studied 84 paired samples of primary and met-
astatic CRC and 31 patients with pairs of 
metastases and recorded only 2 cases with 
divergent KRAS status [23], whereas another 
group noted 90% concordance in a cohort of 
31 paired samples [24].

Next-generation sequencing with larger gene 
mutation testing panels has been applied in 
certain studies to determine concordance rates 
for KRAS mutations in primary and metastatic 
lesions. One study found 100% concordance 
only for KRAS mutations among 69 paired sam-
ples from primary and metastatic CRC sam-
ples, whereas if other genes were considered, 
like those in The Cancer Genomic Atlas network 
publication for Colorectal Cancer [25], the con-
cordance rate was 93% [26]. Another group 
reported 80% concordance for gene mutations 
in a 16-patient cohort using a 50-gene panel 
but 93% concordance when only KRAS muta-
tions were analyzed [27].

One author analyzed KRAS mutational status 
between areas of the primary tumor in 75 
cases of CRC, describing 50% heterogeneity 
between the center and periphery of the tumor 
by pyrosequencing [28]. This rate is higher than 
in our study regarding intratumoral heterogene-
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ity. The tumor periphery contains more inflam-
matory infiltrate, and the contamination of 
tumor DNA with nontumor sources in the tumor 
stroma interface must be considered.

In our study, although 3 of 102 cases were het-
erogeneous, only 2-those with differences in 
KRAS status between primary and metastatic 
tumors-have clinical significance and represent 
a shift in clinical decision-making. Current clini-
cal recommendations argue against anti-EGFR 
for patients with KRAS mutations, regardless of 
mutation type [6, 29].

Reports and ongoing studies trying to deter-
mine the impact of the various types of muta-
tions on the response to anti-EGFR. Some data 
suggest that patients who harbor a mutation in 
codon 13 will benefit from EGFR inhibitors, but 
this approach remains absent from official 
treatment guidelines [30]. Thus, patients with 
intratumoral heterogeneity between areas of 
the primary tumor regarding the type of KRAS 
mutation would not represent a clinical pro- 
blem. Our analysis is the first study to active- 
ly examine several areas of the primary tu- 
mor with metastatic sites, including lung, and 
enriched tumor areas using a sensitive se- 
quencing method. 

None of the heterogeneous cases in our cohort 
involved lung metastasis. The number of lung 
metastases in this cohort was limited com-
pared with those of the liver. 

Our patient who presented with intratumoral 
heterogeneity in the primary tumor regarding 
mutation type had an 8.5-cm mass in the right 
colon with various morphologies throughout 
the specimen. Although it was considered a 
single lesion macroscopically, it was not pos- 
sible to exclude the possibility of this tumor 
being the aggregate of 2 synchronous primary 
lesions, due to the right-sided location, the 
large size of the lesion, and the range of mor-
phologies. Synchronous primary CRC lesions 
have a high frequency of heterogeneity in KRAS 
mutations [31-33].

The patient who had a WT primary tumor and 
mutated metastasis underwent chemotherapy 
between resection of the primary and meta-
static tissue. Although the frequency of somatic 
mutations has been shown to increase after 
chemotherapy [34], the data specifically on 

KRAS mutation demonstrate concordant KRAS 
mutational status in biopsies before and after 
neodadjuvant treatment [35-37]. We did not 
analyze the concordant cases regarding their 
chemotherapeutic treatment between the 
resection of the primary and metastatic tumors. 
One explanation for the presence of a mutated 
metastatic focus and a WT KRAS primary tumor 
is the occurrence of small subpopulations of 
mutated cells in the primary tumor that expand-
ed during treatment and tumor progression, 
becoming detectable in the metastatic site. 

The heterogeneous cases in our cohort that 
showed 2 areas with the primary tumor mutat-
ed and WT liver metastasis had both speci-
mens resected simultaneously, but we do not 
have information regarding their treatment. 
Another possible source of discordance in 
KRAS mutational status between the primary 
and metastatic samples is DNA degradation 
[38].

Although most neoplasias have significant 
genetic heterogeneity [39] -specifically because 
CRC is related to many molecular pathways-
when we searched for genetic alterations in 
CRC solely in the spectrum of KRAS mutations, 
we noted that most tumors that harbored a 
KRAS mutation expressed it in the primary 
lesion and maintained it in the metastatic 
lesion, regardless of site. These findings cor-
roborate the colorectal carcinogenic model 
[40] in which KRAS mutations develop early 
during carcinogenesis, because the precursor 
lesions in CRC are considered driver mutations 
(not passenger) in this cancer, consistent with 
its high homogeneity throughout various 
regions of the tumor and with the concordance 
between the primary tumor and metastasis 
sites.

Recent studies have shown that mutations in 
KRAS and NRAS are negative predictors of the 
response to anti-EGFR treatment. NRAS muta-
tions are seen in approximately 5% of CRC 
cases [7, 8]. In our cohort, we did not test for 
NRAS mutations. The frequency of NRAS muta-
tions in CRC is much lower compared with 
KRAS mutations in codons 12 and 13, and 
although studies on heterogeneity in these 
sites might be beneficial, a larger cohort would 
need to be tested to determine the existence of 
this heterogeneity. 
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We conclude that intratumoral genetic hetero-
geneity in CRC is minor and that primary and 
metastatic tumors have high concordance 
regarding KRAS mutational status. Thus, in 
clinical decision-making, we suggest testing 
only 1 area of the primary tumor or metastasis 
for the presence of KRAS mutations to select 
patients who would benefit from anti-EGFR 
treatment, prioritizing the tissue in which viable 
tumor is most highly represented and with the 
least contamination with nontumor cells. 
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